
PT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) is the most recent and cutting-edge 
arti�cial intelligence (AI) technology that has transformed the human-AI 
interaction. It goes beyond traditional keyword search and supports semantic 

reasoning by enabling organic question-answering that aligns with the researcher's 
thinking process and pursuing objective.

Although currently available GPT is trained with the majority of general knowledge, it 
lacks domain-speci�c information. Apex Standards has therefore trained new GPT 
language models to enhance the R&D, standardization, and patenting procedures of 
our clients. Table 1 illustrates how Apex Standards Domain-speci�c GPT solutions 
may aid the telecom industry and related industries seeking to boost productivity.

In addition to the capabilities available on the GPT market, Apex Standards 
Domain-speci�c GPT o�ers solutions for:

■ Idea creation, blindspot identi�cation, multi-perspective balancing

■ Hypothesis validation, clari�cation and iterative strategy formulation

■ Competitive landscape understanding

■ Di�erence highlighting, commonground detection, and impact analysis

■ Inclusion of references and technical sources  to support responses

■ Delegating time-consuming tasks such as data collection and organization to GPT

Table 2 & Page 2-7 provide the use case scenarios and sample questions/answers.

To request a test trial, email support@apexstandards.com.

Caution: GPT is technology in progress. It may occasionally generate incorrect responses. At this point, we view 
it as a tool for gathering second opinions and advise against using it directly for decisions with significant risks.
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Table 1 Apex Standards Domain-specific GPT products. Abbreviations. 3GPP: The 3rd Generation Partnership Project. ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute. TS: Technical Specification. TR: 
Technical Report. CR: Change Request. IEEE SA: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association. ISO: International Organization for Standardization. IEC: International Electrotechnical 
Commission. ITU-T: ITU Telecommunication Standardization. AOM: Alliance for Open Media. SEP: Standard Essential Patent. CL Tokens: GPT measures Context Length in tokens for a single process, with a limit 
on tokens for input and output combined. On average, 1 token ≈ ¾ words. For example, tdocGPT can process 6143 words; if a query used 2000 words,  an answer with up to 4143 words may be returned.

Table 2 Use case scenarios, intents, question-prompt samples, and GPT-generated answers. See Page 2-7 for more sophisticated scenarios and automated GPT-analyses.
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Scenario: 3GPP Meeting Preparation - Viewpoint Comparison

Apex Standards tdocGPT automatically scans key Doc documents, extracts relevant 
paragraphs, analyzes their commonalities and di�erences, and then presents the 
results in an organized fashion, allowing 3GPP meeting delegates and followers to 
quickly identify and keep track of relevant insight.

Input: compare company positions regarding “unlicensed 
spectrum” in the 3GPP 2023-Q1 meetings

Result: a detailed, GPT due diligence comparison of various companies’ viewpoints during the 3GPP 2023-Q1 meetings. GPT elapsed time: 131 seconds.
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The technical focus shifts in Qualcomm's TDoc contributions for AI/ML-based CSI feedback enhancement, ordered by 
time, can be summarized as follows:

• (2022-08-12, Ref 6: R1-2207225) Focus on the sub-use-case of spatial-frequency domain CSI compression and 
reconstruction using a two-sided AI model. Other sub-use-cases can be studied with lower priority.

• (2022-08-12, Ref 13: R1-2207224) New focus: Adopt the chordal distance and numerical spectral efficiency 
gap metrics as intermediate KPIs for rank 1.

• (2022-09-30, Ref 1: R1-2209976) Focus on offline training as a starting point for AI ML-based CSI feedback 
enhancement use-case and generalization of AI model to variable configurations in data set generation.

• (2022-11-05, Ref 4: R1-2212109) Different focus: Model development and training options considering 
device-specific optimization, engineering isolation, and feasibility of disclosing proprietary model informa-
tion.

• (2023-02-17, Ref 7: R1-2301404) New focus: Quantization method should be considered a part of the UE-side 
model and dequantization method should be considered a part of the NW-side model.

• (2023-02-17, Ref 17: R1-2301405) Similar focus: Allow UE implementation flexibility when processing down-
link measurements and deriving input to the UE-side model during inference, and deriving target CSI by the UE 
side while generating the training dataset.

• (2023-02-17, Ref 8: R1-2301405) Different focus: Concentrating on data collection for model training, 
specifying that RAN1 should focus on what data should be collected.

In the beginning, Qualcomm’s focus changes from emphasizing the sub-use-case of spatial-frequency domain CSI 
compression (Ref 6) to incorporating specific KPIs for evaluation (Ref 13).

Later, the focus shifts towards offline training and generalization of the AI model (Ref 1), followed by consid-
erations of model development and training options (Ref 4).

Subsequently, the focus moves to quantization and dequantization methods in UE and NW-side models (Ref 7), and 
the flexibility of 
UE implementation (Ref 17).

Lastly, the focus turns to data collection for model training (Ref 8).

Scenario: 3GPP Meeting Preparation - Historical Construction

Ask Apex Standards tdocGPT for a chronological analysis to examine what's been 
going on recently in order to better predict what will happen next. Also, 3GPP 
delegates and meeting followers often seek to e�ectively distinguish new areas of 
focus that require fresh attention from previously discussed, incremental topics, in 
order to save time.

Input: Summarize Qualcomm's technical contribution to the 
enhancement of AI/ML-based CSI feedback within the past year.

Result: GPT historical construction, identification of pivotal TDoc and tracking of topic evolution. GPT elapsed time: 59 seconds.
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AI/ML for CSI Feedback Enhancement
|
|-- CSI Compression Use Case
|   |-- High-resolution CSI Data Collection [Ericsson, Ref 28: R1-2300153]
|   |   |-- Training Types & Methods for Single Decoder [Ericsson, Ref 29: R1-2300153]
|   |   |   |-- Quantization & Dequantization Methods [Qualcomm, Ref 9: R1-2301404]
|   |   |   |   `-- Synthetic Datasets based on TR 38.901 [Ericsson, Ref 23: R1-2203282]
|   |   |   |       |-- Per-sample Loss Function
|   |   |   |       `-- Loss Function
|   |-- Temporal-Spatial-Frequency Domain CSI Compression [Huawei, Ref 3: R1-2205891]
|       |-- Two-sided AI/ML Model [Huawei, Ref 1: R1-2205891]
|           |-- UE-side Model Input Processing [Qualcomm, Ref 21: R1-2301405]
|           |   |-- Downlink Measurements & Inference
|           |   `-- Target CSI Generation for Training Dataset
|           |-- Data Collection for Model Training [Qualcomm, Ref 11: R1-2301405]
|               |-- NW Data Collection [Ericsson, Ref 27: R1-2300153]
|               |   |-- Measurement Occasion Interval & Duration
|               |   `-- UE Logging of Measurements
|               `-- UE-side Data Collection [Ericsson, Ref 13: R1-2210955]
|                   |-- One-sided (UE-side) Model
|                   `-- RRC-message Based Data Collection Framework
|
`-- Model Monitoring and Evaluation
    |-- Intermediate KPIs [Qualcomm, Ref 35: R1-2209977]
    |   |-- Chordal Distance [Qualcomm, Ref 31: R1-2207224]
    |   |-- Numerical Spectral Efficiency Gap [Qualcomm, Ref 31: R1-2207224]
    |   `-- Tradeoff between Feedback Overhead and ML Model Output Accuracy [Qualcomm, Ref 34: R1-2205024]
    `-- Model Performance Monitoring [Qualcomm, Ref 19: R1-2301405]
        |-- Input-based Model Monitoring on UE-side
        `-- Specification Impact for Reporting Target CSI with High Resolution

Scenario: 3GPP Meeting Preparation - Historical Construction

Ask Apex Standards tdocGPT for a visualization of topic and sub-topic hierarchy, where 
company roles are highlighted.

Input: Summarize key contributor’s positions relating to a 
latest hot topic “Enhancement of AI/ML-based CSI feedback”.

Result: GPT visualization of topic and sub-topic hierarchy with company roles highlighted. With regards to the recent advancement of AI and ML for CSI feedback enhancement, companies such as 
Ericsson, Qualcomm, and Huawei have overlapping and distinctive focuses. Both Ericsson and Qualcomm are keen on CSI compression use cases, emphasizing standardized procedures, data formats, and 
UE implementation. Ericsson highlights the importance of a single decoder implementation, while Qualcomm focuses on quantization methods and the UE-side model. Temporal-spatial-frequency (TSF) 
domain compression is another area of shared interest among Ericsson and Huawei. Ericsson proposes TSF domain compression as an optional variant of the two-sided model-based spatial-frequency 
(SF) compression, while Huawei suggests studying temporal-spatial-frequency domain CSI compression using a two-sided AI/ML model. Furthermore, there is a common emphasis on KPIs and evaluation 
methods for AI/ML-based CSI feedback enhancement. Qualcomm discusses using metrics like chordal distance and numerical spectral efficiency gap for rank 1. While Huawei focuses on co-existence 
between AI/ML and non-AI/ML modes, Ericsson and Qualcomm concentrate on model monitoring, training, and inference. They share concerns about the overhead and UE-side complexity of monitoring 
two-sided models and discuss the potential impacts of input-based model monitoring on UE-side implementation. In conclusion, these companies exhibit both overlapping and unique focuses, driving 
innovation in AI/ML for CSI feedback enhancement. GPT elapsed time: 62 seconds.
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Scenario: 3GPP Meeting Preparation - Sub-topic Technical Comparison

Ask Apex Standards tdocGPT for a detailed comparison of company positions across 
important sub-topics.

Input: Compare Qualcomm, Huawei, Ericsson, and Nokia's 
technical focuses on the sub-topics under the topic "AI/ML for 
positioning accuracy enhancement."

Result: GPT contribution comparison. Based on the above table, tdocGPT further identifies Similarities: All companies discuss the use of AI/ML for CSI feedback enhancement. Both Ericsson and 
Qualcomm focus on evaluation and monitoring aspects of the AI/ML models. Three companies, Ericsson, Qualcomm and Huawei, HiSilicon, address training methods and data collection. Differences: 
Ericsson focuses on temporal-spatial-frequency (TSF) domain compression as an optional variant, while Qualcomm Incorporated emphasizes the full-buffer traffic model as a baseline. Huawei, HiSilicon, 
proposes studying the co-existence between AI/ML mode and legacy non-AI/ML mode. Nokia, Nokia Shanghai Bell, discusses the inclusion of generalization tests from scenarios or configurations outside 
the training data set. Pros: Exploring different AI/ML models for CSI feedback enhancement provides various options for improving system performance. Sharing evaluation results and focusing on data 
collection will help refine the ML models and ensure better end-to-end performance. Cons: Different approaches to AI/ML models for CSI feedback enhancement may lead to challenges in standardizing 
the technology. Ensuring compatibility between AI/ML mode and legacy non-AI/ML mode may be complex and time-consuming. GPT elapsed time: 116 seconds.
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Scenario: Given a half-baked claim element, complete it so that it has a chance to 
become standard essential.

Apex Standards sepGPT evaluates the input claim elements and compares them to the 
existing Standard Essential Patents. On the basis of these details, it then suggests 
multiple variants of claim element ful�llment for a researcher to analyze and �ne-tune 
with, thereby pointing to promising directions and maximizing his or her innovative 
potential.

Input: Incomplete Claim Element

A method for data backup and recovery by a processor based on 
linked file repositories with each of the linked file reposito-
ries representing an individual file system capable of storing 
at least one version of a file and being connected to at least 
one server system, wherein the method includes: placing each of 
the linked file repositories in one of a plurality of positions 
for storing the at least one version of the file; continuously 
numbering each of the plurality of positions of each of the 
linked file repositories; determining a number of the at least 
one version of the file by the one of a plurality of positions 
of the one of the linked file repositories;

Result: GPT-suggestions to complete the claim element. GPT elapsed time: 72 seconds.
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Scenario: Based on a draft claim element, discover standard essentiality 
opportunities.

Apex Standards tstrGPT detects potential standard section clauses and evaluates their 
semantic similarities and di�erences. It delivers a thorough analysis of your patent 
claims, allowing you to swiftly uncover SEP prospects and make educated decisions on 
your intellectual property portfolio, such as whether or not to �le a provisional patent 
application.

Input: Claim Element

User entity for communicating via communication resources, on 
which a client (40) is operative, wherein the user entity is 
configured to determine a received media content throughput or 
a fill level of a buffer of the client for buffering a media 
content retrieved by the client from a server (42), derive a 
set of parameters from a media presentation description 
received from the server, the set of parameters describing 
versions of different bandwidths of the media content, and 
inform a resource manager (30) responsible for assigning the 
communication resources to a plurality of user entities to 
which the user entity belongs, on the determined media content 
throughput or fill level and the set of parameters.

Result: a detailed comparison between the input claim element texts and candidate technical clauses of selected standards. GPT elapsed time: 66 seconds.
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